STANDARD WITHDRAWAL FORM TO HELP WITH THE RIGHT TO RETRACT

Right to retract

The consumer has the right to retract from the present agreement without explicit reasons in a fourteen
calendar days delay.
The right to retract starts from the date corresponding to the good or service and written on the invoice.
If the consumer does not receive this form, or if the consumer does not get all the required information,
the withdrawal date starts when the consumer gets all the information, but ends in any case one year and
fourteen calendar days after the date on the invoice.
To exercise his or her right to retract, the consumer must notify his decision to the seller with the name
and address indicated below using either a postal mail or an e-mail. The consumer can, if he or she wants,
use this form.
If the consumer exercise his or her right to retract, he or she will have no fee to pay.
Furthermore, the French laws dealing with agreements can take into account other rights for the consumer,
for example the right to leave the agreement when certain information were not communicated.
Prohibition of advance payment
During the withdrawal period, all advance payment is prohibited. This prohibition concerns all form of
remuneration, including payment, constitution of guarantees, save of money on accounts, explicit
admission of debts.

This prohibition applies on payment to a professionnal as well as to any third party.

Withdrawal notice
▪

To TAMPCO Pedals and Amplifiers

▪

I/we notify my/our withdrawal from the agreement :

▪

Agreement made on (date of invoice): . . ……………………………………………………………

▪

Name of the consumer(s):…………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………..…..

▪

Addresse(s) of the consumer(s) :
…………………………………………………………………………………………………....
…………………………………………………………………………………………………....

▪

Signature of the consumer(s):

▪

Date :

Please return this form to TAMPCO Pedals and Amplifiers by e-mail (rodolphe@tampco.fr) or using
the following address :
TAMPCO Pedals and Amplifiers
12 rue Charles de Gaulle
Bat B1, app 8
91400 ORSAY
FRANCE

Ackowledgment of receipt:
Signature of the professionnal:

